
MATERIALS LIST

OIL COLORS - Artist Grade Oils, (not water soluble) – Utrecht, Gamblin, Rembrandt, etc. 
Titanium White (Rembrandt is my favorite, Utrecht is thinner, Windsor Newton is thicker) 
Cadmium Yellow Lemon Pure (Utrecht) 
Yellow Ochre (Rembrandt or Utrecht) 
Cadmium Orange (Utrecht) 
Napthol Red light or Cadmium Red light (Utrecht) 
Permanent Red Violet (Rembrandt) [More powerful than Alizarin Crimson]  
Ultramarine Blue (Rembrandt or Utrecht) 
Dioxazine Purple (Utrecht) 
Burnt Sienna (Rembrandt or Utrecht) 

Optional:  
Cadmium Yellow Light (Utrecht)  
Cold Grey (Rembrandt) 
Cobalt Blue (Rembrandt or Utrecht) 
Cerulean Blue Hue (Utrecht) (This is simply a mixture of Phthalo Blue and White) 
Raw Umber (Utrecht) (I really only use this for still life) 

I sometimes use Liquin Original (Windsor & Newton) or Maroger medium 
(oldmastersmaroger.com) for glazing, but mostly in the studio, not so much outdoors. 
I also like Gamblin’s Galkyd Gel, which is an alkyd resin like liquin, but thicker. 

BRUSHES - BRISTLE/SYNTHETIC BLEND 
Flats (and Brights for the larger sizes) – a variety of sizes (#2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) 
(Rosemary - Ivory, or Utrecht 207 for a little rougher look) 

PALLET KNIFE 
2 or 3, Small to medium sizes 
(Utrecht – Knives A and D, or Jerry’s Creative Mark - T4 and T11) 

SKETCH BOOK 
(Spiral bound are nice, small enough to fit in your backpack) 

SOFT PENCIL and/or Tombow Grey Markers 
Soft lead pencil, and (optional) Tombow Cool Grey # 1, 5, 7. 

SMALL CANVAS or LINEN PANELS    
Anywhere from 6” x 8” to 12” x 16”  
(I use Centurion OP DLX Linen panels or RayMar panels or Richeson linen panels or…) 

(Materials for oil painters. Just a guide, students need not have everything. Other mediums approximate the list.)



WET PANEL CARRIER 
RayMar makes inexpensive plastic carriers, but wood ones are nice for the long term. 
Panelpak.com also offers very lightweight wood 2 - panel carriers that I use a lot for plein air. 

PALLET AND PORTABLE EASEL 
I use a Pochade box (openboxm.com) on a tripod for outdoor painting, but any portable easel is 
fine, so long as it’s reasonably light weight and easy to carry.  

PORTABLE TURP CAN / BRUSH WASHER 
Should be leak proof and about the size of a soup can or larger. 
(Holbien is good, get the clamp on lid, not the screw on style)  

ODORLESS TURPS  
Gamsol by Gamblin, or Turpinoid by Weber in the blue and white can. 
(Don’t buy Turpinoid ‘Natural’ in the green can. Smells nice but it’s slimy and dries unevenly) 

PAPER TOWELS 
(Viva brand works best) 

TRASH BAGS 

PRINTED PHOTOS to paint from in case of rain. 
These should be simple subjects, taken by the artist, not published photos from a magazine. 
Optional – 3 or 4 photos, or unframed examples of current work. 

HAT / VISOR 
SUNSCREEN 
BUG REPELLANT 
WATER / SNACKS 

BACKPACK 
To hold all of your painting gear, so you can hike hands free or with camera ready. 

CAMERA 
(Optional, I mostly use my phone now, but if you want more zoom, bring it) 

GOAL 
The focus of this class will be the development of solid painting habits.  You may not come away 
with a lot of finished paintings, but you should acquire the ‘tools’ to do more professional work. 
And let’s not forget to have fun, your enthusiasm will be evident on the canvas.


